
If there is one thing every archer
needs it’s a way to stop arrows
and fortunately, there are dozens

of bag, block, foam, and 3-D targets
that look well while they’re doing
just that. Us old-timers remember
when it was common to shoot into
excelsior bales or spiral wound mats.
Others would make their own targets
from say a burlap bag stuffed with
rags or glued up layers of foam plas-
tic. Those home-made options were
typically not great arrow stoppers
and I doubt they’d perform ade-
quately with today’s powerful hunt-
ing bows and fast, lightweight
arrows.

Still, they did set the stage for the
two main target categories.
Generally what manufacturers offer
today for backyard practice are bag
targets and foam targets. The bag
targets may be stuffed with recycled
synthetic materials held in place by
layers of screening or matting that

the arrow is designed to penetrate.
It’s this inner stuffing, wadding up
against the arrow point, that pro-
vides most of the stopping power
and that also makes it a simple task
to pull arrows from bag targets.
Today’s bag targets may have inner
frames to help hold their shape for
years, so they look a lot less like
“bags” than they used to. Of course
since they’re fabric faced they’re
designed for shooting field points or
target-style bullet points: broad-
heads will quickly cut them up.

Manufacturers use a variety of
foam for their foam targets. Some are
built of lightweight Ethafoam, some of
more durable (and expensive) ure-
thane foam, and in recent years new
foams have been developed just for
use in archery targets. There are foam
targets where the entire unit is the
same density, others where the interi-
or is denser and still others made of
layered foam welded in place or sur-
rounded by an encapsulating cover.
Foam targets typically are stable
enough to sit on their own base, while
some bag targets need to be hung.
Foam targets are typically more
weather resistant and they offer the
option of shooting both broadheads
and field points in the same target. 

On the down side, even layered

Better Bows, Faster Arrows
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Arrow grippers and release fluids can
make it much simpler to remove arrows
from foam targets. The grippers provide a
more secure grip than hands against the
shafts, increasing the friction you can
apply. The October Mountain Products
retractable arrow gripper (above) can be
worn on a belt or quiver.

At left, the Scorpion Venom Target Arrow
Release Fluid is so slick just a dab on the
tip of the arrow is needed. As the arrow
impacts the foam the fluid coats the shaft,
reducing friction so the foam doesn’t melt
and grab tight to the shaft.

Morrell's Bone Collector Broadhead
Target sports a bold new look for 2010.
Yellow and black aiming dots are set on a
green and black background for effect
and to make the targets spots stand out.
This target measures 22x20x18 inches
and its 20 pound weight keeps it in place
even when hit by arrows shot from the
fastest bows. The E-Z Tote Carrying
Handle makes transporting it from home
to camp an easier task.
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foam targets like The Block and pre-
mium foam targets like the Rinehart
18-1 are more difficult to pull arrows
from than most bag targets. That’s
because friction against the point
and shaft provides part of the stop-
ping power. Unfortunately fast
arrows actually melt foam as they’re
being stopped, and breaking that
bond can be difficult. An arrow grip-
per is a good accessory to sell along
with a foam target, and so is an arrow
lubricant like the Target Arrow
Release Fluid from Scorpion Venom.
If your customer is going to be using
crossbows, the gripper is almost
mandatory to remove those short,
fast shafts.

You’d think a lubricant would be
the last thing you’d want on an arrow
that’s already burying itself deep in a
foam target, but it doesn’t work that
way. A drop on the tip of the shaft is
all that’s needed, the Scorpion

Venom folks say, to lower the friction
so the foam isn’t melting against the
shaft. Lubricants and grippers are
good accessories too when you are
selling foam 3-D targets, another
category we’ll be covering in this
article. We’ll also be looking at what
for lack of a better term we might call
hybrid targets, that combine solid
frames and mesh fronts with a easy-
pull stuffing core. Spyder Web makes
only this style of target, and Delta
Sports Products also has models
ranging up to the size you’d want for
an indoor range.

At the ATA Show in Columbus
this past January, ArrowTrade made a
point to visit the booths of most
major target manufacturers to see
what was new and what improve-
ments or additions they made to
their target line.  What we discovered
is just about every target manufac-
turer has come out with new, attrac-
tive targets and have improved exist-
ing models to fill a specific need for
shooting enthusiasts. Now, whether
novice or seasoned veteran, shooters
can not only get serious about their

practice sessions they can enjoy
them as well. 

Delta Targets
Delta’s newest targets offer

shooters more realistic practice ses-
sions, more family fun and addition-
al state of the art tournament target
options.  These targets feature Tech
Flex E-Z Pull Foam with self healing
and memory characteristics that
doesn’t retain holes while providing
easier arrow removal.  Removable
antlers on the deer targets add real-
ism and help create a wide range of
practice scenarios.  

Target models in Delta’s Elite
Series feature oversized replaceable
cores and a Microcellular Foam sys-
tem that has exceptional arrow
stopping power. The Elite Series
also features enhanced healing
properties and extended core life.
In addition, all Delta Elite Series
Targets including the T-Series Large
and Small Game Targets feature
universal scoring rings.  With Twist-
Lock Assembly, Delta 3D targets can
be set up or taken down with a sim-
ple quarter-turn twist.  

Hunters will love Delta’s new

Need Targets Like These
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By Mike Raykovicz

Hips Targets have been redesigned for
2010 and now feature bold new target face
graphics in addition to new target material
that will stand up to demanding shooters.
The X2 Series come in Compact, Stalker
and Sportsman models and all will stop
broadheads as well as field points. Newly
formulated Endurance Foam offers self
healing properties and heat-welded tech-
nology to try to ensure these targets will
last for many seasons of shooting.

The Archer’s Choice Real-
World Buck by Delta mea-
sures a realistic 40 inches
from its feet to the top of its
ears. With exposed bone
structure and vitals on one
side of the target, shooters
can get valuable experi-
ence in shot placement and
make every practice ses-
sion a learning experience.
Turn the target around and
it becomes an economical
3-D target that rotates on a
pivoting base to give
shooters a different shot
angle every time. A replace-
ment mid-section is avail-
able to extend target life.
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Archer’s Choice Real-World Buck tar-
get that allows them to take their
practice sessions to a new level
because of the exposed vital area
and detailed bone structure on one
side of this economical 3D target.
When hit by an arrow, the impact
rotates the target on its stand creat-
ing a new shooting angle.  This
change in target orientation allows
the kind of perfect practice that
increases opportunities in the field.
In addition, the Archer’s Choice
Real-World buck offers an economi-
cal replacement vital area to extend
the life of the target.  

Clubs, shops and organizations
looking to introduce young people to
archery or to provide interesting
shooting sessions for their adult
archers will like Delta’s new Dragon,
Bigfoot, T-Rex and Triceratops tar-
gets. All feature replaceable body
sections and have an interesting,
realistic color scheme. They are
large, Bigfoot measures 80 inches
high, Triceratops is 73 inches from
tip to tail, and they are range ready
for hours of practice fun.

Delta also offers a line of Tru-Life
paper targets that feature a wide
variety of game animals making
them excellent choices for indoor or
outdoor ranges.  There is an Eastern
as well as Western Game Series and
all are printed in full-color on sturdy

75 pound paper. 
McKenzie Targets have been a

staple in dealer stores because of
their realism, affordability, long life,
and replaceable components that
provide cost savings for their owners.
For 2010 all McKenzie competition
targets will feature Universal Scoring
Rings with the ASA 14 ring, two ASA
12 rings and the center 11 ring used
in IBO tournaments.      

In the XT Series, McKenzie is
offering the Gladiator, a target with
mock armor plating and chrome col-
ored rack that is sure to take practice
sessions to the edge.  The Gladiator
has a stance and stare designed to
challenge any archer. As with the
other XT targets, the Gladiator has a
replacement core and mid-section
that extends target life. Touch up
paint is available to make the target

look practically new again. 
Other new offerings are the

Standing Bear with a body length of
43 inches, the Bighorn Sheep,
Mountain Lion, and a Coyote that
stands 23 inches high at the shoul-
der. An African Blesbok, Black Buck,
and Chamois round out the new
offerings in the XT line.  

McKenzie’s ShotBlocker Target
with its patented technology and
welded core has long been a favorite
of shooters and this year the compa-
ny has incorporated the same tech-

nology into the Team
Realtree ShotBlocker Target.
This target is McKenzie’s
most durable layered foam
target and features hun-
dreds of foam layers that are
permanently seared togeth-
er.  With easy arrow removal,
no metal bands, cables or
plates this target will not
shift or fall apart. The Team
Realtree ShotBlocker fea-
tures the Team Realtree logo
on all sides, a five spot face
and small dots for pinpoint
aiming accuracy on the front
and back.  There is a single
bulls-eye on the sides and
even the beveled corners are
shootable.  

Crossbow shooters have
always faced the problem of
discharging their bow after a
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Delta has come out with a fun way for clubs and organi-
zations to introduce young people to the sport of archery.
Triceratops and Bigfoot targets join a Dragon and T-Rex
model in providing hours of shooting fun while on the
range. All four targets feature a replaceable body section
for long target life. T-Rex measures six feet from head to
tail while Big Foot is 80 inches tall. These targets can
appeal to school and community range programs even
when some parents might object to shooting at realistic
game animals.

The Gladiator XT Series Buck stands 35
inches tall at the shoulder and measures
43 inches in total length. Mock armor plat-
ing and a chrome colored rack promises to
challenge the best of shooters. A replace-
ment midsection with core is available or
shooters can just buy a replacement core
when needed. DuraFlex Foam promises
outstanding durability and touch-up paint
is available to keep the target looking new
for years. This year, all McKenzie competi-
tion targets feature Universal Scoring
Rings including the ASA 14 ring, two ASA
12 rings and the center 11 ring used in IBO
competition.
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hunt, since most models offer no
safe method for uncocking. Now
McKenzie offers a solution to that
problem by offering the Crossbow
Discharge Target made of E-Z flex
foam that promises easy arrow
removal and long target life. It is
lightweight, portable, convenient
and Delta considers it a must-have
item for all crossbow users.  

For those preferring a bag target,
the colorful Team Realtree Bag Target
features a full color deer image on
the front and a Realtree AP camo
design on the sides.  Inside, durable,
synthetic fiber filler provides easy,
two finger arrow removal. For
extending target life, a replacement
bag is available.  For additional infor-
mation phone Delta Sports Products
LLC at (800) 708-0673.

Hips
Hips Targets has been in busi-

ness for over 40 years. The brand has
that kind of staying power, according
to company president, Darrin
Brown, because if offers high quality,
affordable targets that stand up to

thousands of shots. In addition,
Brown told ArrowTrade he’s not
aware of anyone in the industry
offering dealers a higher profit mar-
gin. With the newly designed X2 2-
in-1 Series of targets, Brown said
dealers can stock just one target
because the X2 2-in-1 will stop
broadheads as well as field points.
This, said Brown, reduces inventory
space and makes customers happy
because they only have to buy one
target for all their shooting needs. 

The targets in the X2 Series are
light weight and offer a high degree
of portability while providing shoot-
ers more than 150 offset aiming
points to insure the maximum use of
the entire target. These targets are
made with newly formulated
Endurance foam created specifically
for archery targets. Endurance foam
combines enhanced stopping power
with self healing properties and
claims easy arrow removal for both
field points and broadheads.  The
foam layers are then heat welded to
fuse them into a single arrow stop-
ping block.  The friction generated

on all surfaces of the arrow
creates greater stopping
ability on the fastest
arrows, even those shot
from crossbows.  

The X2 Series is useful
as well as practical because
the new graphics allow
shooters to determine
nocking point position as
well as for tuning center
shot adjustments. Call Hips
Archery Targets at (800)
979-0915 for additional
information or to place an
order.

Rinehart Targets
Rinehart came out with the 18-1

target a few years ago and because of
its one year, 100 percent replace-
ment guarantee against being shot
out, it has become a best seller for
many dealers. In response to dealer
requests for a cube shaped target,
this year Rinehart has expanded its
line to include the new RhinoBlock,
a versatile practice target with six
shooting sides each engineered to
meet individual practice needs. A
textured, life-like outline of a deer’s
vital area is on one side of the target
while an anatomically correct dis-
play of a deer’s internal organs
appears on the other.  The other four
faces of the RhinoBlock are com-
prised of Rinehart’s highly visible
target zones that hone shooting
skills and encourage consistent
shooting form. The RhinoBlock
combines a number of the compa-
ny’s signature features including
high density, solid, self healing foam
and a patented replaceable core that
ensures customers the target will last
for many years.  The target easily
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The Hips Big Chief Broadhead
Target is made of the same
Endurance Foam as the targets
in the X2 Series but without all
the whistles and bells making
it extremely affordable. It
stops field points as well as
broadheads and offers easy
arrow removal. At 17x17x14
inches, this target is large
enough for backyard shooting
at home or at camp.

The RhinoBlock from Rinehart Targets is
an extremely versatile target with six
shootable sides each engineered for spe-
cific practice needs. One side features a
textured life-like outline of a deer’s vital
area while the other displays anatomically
correct vital organs. The other four sides,
with up to twelve lime green target spots,
encourage archers to shoot around the
target to extend its life while fine tuning
their shooting skills. Manufactured from
high density self healing foam, this target
has a replaceable center core and cus-
tomers can be assured it will stop broad-
heads as well as field points for many sea-
sons.
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takes thousands of shots from field
tips, broadheads, and expandables
and arrow removal is easy without
worry of tearing or damaging the
core.  

Another new offering in the
Rinehart line is the RhinoBrute, an
easily transportable target that can
be used at home, in camp, or at the
range.  The Rhino Brute is a smaller
version of the RhinoBlock and like its
bigger brother, offers six shooting
sides and self healing foam which
stands up to broadheads, field tips or
expandable broadheads without rip-
ping or tearing the foam. Easy arrow
removal is a given while the highly
visible target zones offer numerous
target areas to make the RhinoBrute
last for years.

For those shooters looking to
vary their practice sessions, the
RhinoBrute can be used as a resilient
base for posting a favorite paper tar-
get. This year, Rinehart is offering
incentives for new dealers and any-
one becoming a Rinehart dealer in
2010 will receive a special Rinehart
Dealer Kit.  This kit includes a free
Rinehart Counter Mat, free
Authorized Dealer Window Decal,
and a free Rinehart Polo Shirt and
Hat. Rinehart targets provide excel-
lent profit margins and now the

company is making it easier than
ever for dealers to feature Rinehart
products in their showrooms. 

Rinehart offers a full range of big
game, small game, predator and
exotic targets that include a mosqui-
to, cobra, alligator and several
dinosaur models. Contact Rinehart
at (608) 757-8153 to get more infor-
mation on any of these competition
targets as well as on slightly smaller
deer and turkey targets specifically
priced for sale through retailers.  

Morrell 
Morrell has given the targets in

its Bone Collector series a new, bold-
er look this year and it’s not only eye
appealing but functional as well.
The Bone Collector Broadhead
Target features lime green graphics
while the MLT-Super Duper field
point target is bigger with a bright,
lime green cover. According to
Morrell National Sales Manager
Butch Thomas, the colorful fabric

Rinehart’s RhinoBrute Target measures
16x16x16 inches square and is designed
for easy transporting. Whether in the
backyard or at camp, this target features
six unique shooting sides with up to16
shooting dots. Like its bigger brother the
RhinoBlock, it will stop field points as well
as broadheads. However, unlike the
RhinoBlock, it does not have a replaceable
core.
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catches customer’s attention and
targets with a bright, colorful
appearance sell better.  

Thomas told ArrowTrade the
Nucleus Center of the Bone Collector
Broadhead, MLT-Super Duper and
400 FPS Crossbow targets is com-
prised of multiple layers of different
material that makes these targets
longer lasting while providing excep-
tional stopping power and maxi-
mum target life.  They are 100 per-
cent waterproof which means they
can be left outdoors without worry.
An E-Z Tote Carrying Handle and
grommet reinforced ear tabs allow
them to be hung easily from a rail or
target stand, further extending their
life.

Morrell’s popular Yellow Jacket
Supreme Broadhead and Yellow
Jacket Supreme Field Point targets
are a good size for shooting at either
home or camp and promise users
easy arrow removal and long target
life.  The Supreme Broadhead target
has a multi-layered design and self-
healing properties. It is weather
proof and can be shot on all six sides. 

This year, Morrell has added a
new Yellow Jacket Crossbow
Broadhead Target to its Yellow Jacket
line and has beefed it up to take the
abuse from heavy hitting crossbows.
Shooters will like the E-Z Tote handle

that enables this target to be easily
moved to any shooting venue and
they will appreciate the ease with
which arrows can be pulled from the
target. For the retailers, bright yel-
low, red, and black graphics create
additional eye appeal.  

For field point practice sessions
with a crossbow, Morrell has added
the Yellow Jacket Crossbow Target
that promises to hold up to the seri-
ous pounding inflicted by fast flying
crossbow bolts.  This target sports a
bold new look with narrow yellow
diagonal stripes cutting through
bold black stripes. A replacement
cover is available to extend target
life.

Morrell’s Wildfire Targets have
always been popular because of
their eye appeal and their ability to
stop arrows. This year, Morrell is
offering a new and improved Six
Shooter Target that is 100 percent
weatherproof and worry free.  It
offers six sided shooting and easy
arrow removal and will stop broad-
heads, expandables and field tipped
arrows.  Call Morrell Manufacturing,
Inc. at (800) 582-7438 for additional
information or to place an order. 

American Whitetail
According to Al Rinehart, vice

president of sales at American
Whitetail, since more states are

legalizing crossbows for hunting, his
company knew it had to develop a
better material to stop bolts flying at
400 feet or more per second.  As a
result, American Whitetail devel-
oped a revolutionary new foam
material they call ArrowArmour.
This new arrow stopping foam mate-
rial was created out of a super high
density foam using a specialized
process. Rinehart said this
ArrowArmour is so good it absorbs
arrow energy instantly and will stop
any type of arrow or crossbow bolt
shot at it. Rinehart said the new
material takes more punishment
than anything four times as thick
and has an amazing healing proper-
ty which means it will last for many
seasons of hard shooting.

American Whitetail now offers
four models of Hyper Targets that
feature the newly designed
ArrowArmour foam.  The Hyper is
offered in four models that will stop
arrows ranging in speed from 300 fps
to 420 fps. Hyper stands for High
Performance Targets, and they will
stop crossbow bolts, compounds,
and recurves. Rinehart said even
though the foam material is highly
effective, it is pricey and by offering
four different models with a varying
degree of foam thickness, con-
sumers don’t have to overbuy on a
target. “They can get the target that
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Blazing arrow speed poses no problem
for Morrell’s Yellow Jacket Supreme
Broadhead target because of its new multi
layered density design. Weighing 17
pounds and measuring 20x22x18 inches,
this target will stay in place and not dance
around the practice area after every hit. As
with all other Morrell targets, an E-Z Tote
Handle System makes moving it around an
easy chore.

Most archers practice with field points
and the Morrell Yellow Jacket Supreme
Field Point Target is designed to stop car-
bon or aluminum arrows shot at the
fastest speeds. A patented multi layered
design stops arrows quickly and allows for
two finger arrow removal from the target.
It weighs 27 pounds and measures
23x25x12 inches.

For crossbow practice with field points,
Morrell has developed this new target. As
with other bag style targets from Morrell,
you can sell a replacement cover to extend
the life-span of the target.
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suits their individual needs and be
assured they are buying a high qual-
ity target without spending more
than they have to,” Rinehart said.  As
a bonus, each target will include a
free sample of Scorpion Venom
arrow lube at no charge.  

The company also offers a 52
inch TM 2000 mat target with a 32
inch replaceable core of
ArrowArmour material. One inch of
ArrowArmour covering surrounds

the core and the center area has pure
ArrowArmour making pass throughs
a thing of the past. American
Whitetail can be reached at (888) 322
1976.

Field Logic
Easy arrow removal and long tar-

get life are the qualities that got
Block Archery Targets first noticed
by archers. Now, thanks to a revolu-
tionary new process the company
calls PolyFusion, the new Block
Targets give shooters twice the target
life and provide 50 percent easier
arrow removal than previous mod-
els. 

The two substrates used to make
a four-sided Block Target are
polyurethane and polyethylene. A
polyurethane layer surrounds the
outside of the target while the poly-
ethylene layer on the inside provides
additional stopping power. This may
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The Range King Target by American
Whitetail is the right choice for shooters
wanting a large target when shooting
broadheads. Measuring 28 inches on a
side and 20 inches thick, the Range King
will stop arrows flying at speeds up to 520
feet per second. It is equally effective at
stopping field point tipped arrows and
broadheads.

The Tournament 2000 Target by
American Whitetail is a huge 52 inches  in
diameter and 8 inches thick. It features a
replaceable core backed by a 30 inch
square of PowerPad, the center of which is
composed of 8 inches of solid
ArrowArmour. This combination provides
ultimate target life and easy arrow
removal.

American Whitetail’s new Hyper Target
comes in four models all with the new
ArrowArmour Technology that allows a
customer to choose the target that best
suits his personal equipment and shoot-
ing needs. ArrowArmour absorbs arrow
energy and allows for easy extraction
from the target. From tiny FITA X-10’s to
fast crossbow bolts these targets will stop
them all. Multiple aiming dots add
longevity to target life.
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be more chemistry than the average
person needs to know but, the bot-
tom line is a proprietary process
molecularly fuses these two very
independent substrates and elimi-
nates the need for both wood and
metal banding to compress the
material. By eliminating the wood
and metal banding, the overall
weight of the target is reduced so
that bowhunters can more easily
transport the target from home to
camp and back again.  Because the
layers are fused in place, they hold
their position and arrows find their
way between layers. Previously,
when an arrow hit a layer head-on,
the layer would buckle. This resulted
in layer damage that reduced target
life.  As a result, the new Block
Fusion Target can be shot with field
tips, fixed blade broadheads and
expandables while offering twice the
target life than many other targets. 

With crossbows legal for hunting
in 11 states, Field Logic has intro-

duced the new Block Fusion
Crossbow Target designed specifical-
ly to stop crossbow bolts flying at 400
feet per second and more. The
PolyFusion design in the Block
Fusion Crossbow Target provides
long target life and easy arrow
removal. The black foam with white
target faces features the new Block
Game Face on two of the four shoot-
ing sides and offers archers six game
species (elk, deer, moose, prong-
horn, bear and turkey) in various
sizes that make short and long range
shooting sessions interesting and
fun.  

The GlenDel Buck target adds
realism to practice sessions while
allowing hunters to hone their
shooting skills. With its original lay-
ered foam insert and lifelike appear-
ance, the target was a popular item
for 3-D practice. As good as it is, fans
of the GlenDel Buck will be happy to
know it has been improved by the
addition of the PolyFusion four-
sided shooting core which means it
will last for years. This is the same
PolyFusion material as the Block
Fusion target which provides 50 per-
cent easier arrow removal and longer
target life. For additional informa-
tion contact Field Logic at (800) 282-
4868. 

Big Green Targets
Big Green Targets may not yet be

a name recognized by pro shop cus-
tomers but according to company
President Danny Little, their targets,
made of recycled foam material, are
being enthusiastically received by a
growing number of consumers.  “Our
targets really work well and dealers,
along with consumers, will like their
lower price point and how well they
work,” Little said.  “Big Green Field
Point Bag Targets feature the best
qualities of layered foam targets and
filled bag targets except they are
made from 100 percent recycled
foam making them the most exciting
target to hit the market in years,”
Little added.  

Big Green Targets use a recycled
closed cell foam material which is
heat bonded using a proprietary
process to create the ultimate
“Green” target that provides superior
stopping power and easy arrow
removal. The square front, back, bot-
tom and top panels provide a maxi-
mum target face and add stability so
they will not fall over when they are
hit. Shooters with the fastest bows

As good as the Block Target was, the new
Block Fusion promises to be one of the
most advanced archery targets ever made.
A new process bonds the interior and exte-
rior of the Block Fusion Target together
and the manufacturer says it  provides 50
percent easier arrow removal with twice
the target life than previous Block models.
This new target is much lighter than previ-
ous models because it doesn’t need any
wood or metal bands to hold the target
layers together. Hunters will like the target
sides that feature a detailed vital area to
shoot at and the fact they can shoot
longer with less fatigue caused by pulling
arrows. An internal Grip Pit handle allows
for easy transportation and is more
durable than the extended grips used on
earlier models.

Field Logic’s Crossbow Target allows
crossbow users to hone their crossbow
shooting skills with broadheads or field
tips. The Block Crossbow Target provides
users the true-to-life practice opportuni-
ties that will come to play in the deer
woods next fall. Bolts are stopped by the
friction created by passing between layers
of foam, so bolt removal is easier.

The GlenDel Buck now offers an encapsu-
lated vital insert area marked on two sides
with heart, lung and liver sections. The
extra wrap surrounding the layers pre-
vents slivering and is crafted of the same
foam that is used in The Block.
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needn’t worry because these targets
will stop arrows shot at speeds up to
350 feet per second. Big Green
Targets can be used as free-standing
targets or they can be hung, making
them not only versatile but good for
use at hunting camps, in the back-
yard, or at the range.

Big Green Targets are fully
weatherproof and can be left in
place without fear of deterioration
from the elements and the closed
cell foam will not absorb water as
will fiber filled bag targets.  Little told
ArrowTrade the recycled closed cell
foam comes from post industrial
waste from Midwestern foam manu-
facturers and fabricators and that it
was previously destined for landfills.
He said economically priced
replacement cover bags are available
and the company will accept all used
Big Green Targets for recycling.  

The Standard Bag Target is an
ideal size for confident backyard
practice sessions while the Deluxe
Bag comes in four models the small-
est of which can be used for shooting
at camp while the largest is designed
to be used by outfitters.  Two broad-

head targets round out the line. The
Big Green Broadhead Cub measures
18x18x18 inches while the Big Green
Broadhead Grizzly at 23x23x18 inch-
es will appeal to the outfitter and
even the backyard shooter.  For addi-
tional information call Big Green
Targets at (888) 390-5548. 

Magic Stop 
According to Magic Stop

President James Daugherty, the
company brought out a new line of
targets this year specifically to stop
the new breed of fast bows and
crossbows.  Daugherty said the
Monster, Nemesis and CrossBow
Plus Targets are made using heavier

density foam designed to stop bows
shooting upwards of 350 feet per sec-
ond.  Even though the new foam is a
little costlier than that used in previ-
ous models, Daugherty said it’s a
better value because the new targets
will last far longer.  The most obvious
thing about the Monster and
Nemesis is their appearance.  The
company licensed the Lost camou-
flage pattern from Mathew's and
applied it to the targets. Fluorescent
orange dots on the target fronts and
distinct white animal dots on the
sides enable shooters to see their
aiming points better. 

Daugherty said the new Monster

Big Green Targets are new on the market
but they are getting noticed fast. Made
from 100 percent recycled closed cell
foam material, these targets will stop
arrows well and they have a lower price
point.To further enhance their “green”
image, the company will accept the tar-
gets back for recycling should it become
necessary.

MasterTarget brand targets are high reso-
lution images printed on waterproof and
tear resistant Durashot material. There are
a variety of anatomically correct images
available including deer, bear, elk, turkey,
coyotes and hogs. These targets  can be left
outdoors between rounds, and still be ready
for the next day's shooting. They can last up
to 20 times longer than traditional paper
targets making them economical over the
long run. All targets are printed using UV-
resistant inks and coatings to ensure the
life-like images will not fade. MasterTarget
brand targets can be displayed on a retail-
er's shelves or a unique display is available
to assist with merchandising without taking
up valuable floor space. This display holds
dozens of targets from 8 different offerings.
The MasterTarget hunting line is distributed exclusively through Hips Targets. Contact
them at (210) 492-8774 for additional information.

Fully surrounded by Mathew's Lost camo
pattern, The Monster by Magic Stop is built
to stop arrows from today’s fastest bows.
Shooting long distances is easy using the
bright florescent dots on the front and
white animal aiming dots on the sides. The
ability to shoot all six sides adds long tar-
get life and provides excellent value.

Magic Stop says its new Crossbow Plus
Target will stop any bolt from any cross-
bow and bolts flying in excess of 400 fps
are no problem. Featuring nine dots on
the front, deer vitals on the back and two
crosshair dots on each side panel, the
whole target can be utilized for maximum
target life. Despite its excellent stopping
power, Magic Stop says crossbow bolts are
easy to remove.
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Target is built for modern high speed
bows and will stop arrows shot from
the fastest crossbows. Shooters will
like the fact it can be used to stop
broadheads as well as field points
and that it has an extremely long tar-
get life.  Dougherty told ArrowTrade
The Monster is just plain “cool” and
that customers can be assured they
are getting their money’s worth from
this target. 

The Nemesis is considered to be
a little brother to the Monster and it’s
lighter but Dougherty said it still
packs a lot of arrow stopping power.
The Nemesis is rated for bows shoot-
ing arrows up to 300 feet per second
and can be shot on all six sides mak-
ing it economical to own.  

Like other target manufacturers,
Magic Stop is aware of the growing
number of crossbow users and has
developed its new Crossbow Plus
Target.  The Crossbow Plus has been
beefed up with layers of heavy fabric
and is designed to stop fast flying
crossbow bolts dead in their tracks.
Nine shooting dots on the front and
deer vitals on the rear of the target
encourage shooters to shoot at dif-

ferent areas to extend the life of the
target.  Two crosshair dots on each
side of the target add to the shooting
fun.  Dougherty said shooters will be
amazed by both the stopping power
of this target and by how easily
arrows are removed from it.

Daugherty noted that Magic
Stop has put together an early sea-
son buying package for dealers fea-
turing all of their new targets and
minimum orders are easy to attain.
Magic Stop offers free shipping on all
orders. The company can be con-
tacted by calling (800) 992-5972.

MOR Archery Targets
When Tim Yaroch began won-

dering why more youngsters in his
son’s Boy Scout troupe didn’t partici-
pate in archery he discovered some
parents were concerned about safety
issues when conventional pointed
shafts were used.  As a result, he was
motivated to create a safer shooting
environment for the young Scouts

The MOR Archery Target System offers
versatility, precision and strength and can
be set up anywhere. It is a perfect accom-
paniment for young shooters but will stop
arrows up to 350 feet per second provided
they are fitted with one of the provided
blunt tips. The mat offers nine shooting
squares and a deer’s vital area on the
back. A chalk imprint on the target can be
wiped clean after every round and the
hassle of pulling arrows is eliminated.

Measuring a hefty 30x30 inches, the
SpyderWeb 1.5 XL Target stops the fastest
arrows while allowing easy two finger
arrow removal. Featuring a woven, syn-
thetic fiber face called Spylar, arrows don’t
cut or tear the material as they pass
through because the Syplar fibers sepa-
rate and then contract around the shaft
holding it in line. This target is rated up to
450 feet per second and is designed for
field tip use only.
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and put the mind of parents at ease.
Ultimately, he created the MOR
Non-Penetrating Target System. With
this system archers from novice to
pro can safely shoot their regular
arrows and develop their archery
skills. The system comes complete
with a take down frame, two-side
target, 12 100 grain arrow tips, four
chalk colors, a heavy duty carry bag
and complete instructions. To use
the system, all that’s needed is to
snap the frame together, hang the
two-sided mat with nine target
squares on one side and deer vitals
on the other, replace the regular field
points on the arrow with one of the
provided arrow tips, dip it in chalk to
mark the impact point on the mat
and fire.  After shooting a round, the
mat is wiped clean and is ready for
the next round of shooters. For fur-
ther information on this system,
contact Mor Archery Targets at (586)
202-9735.

SpyderWeb Targets 
SpyderWeb Targets are fairly new

to the market but the company is
dedicated to the philosophy of pro-
viding the best value product to the
end user while making the product
profitable to both the dealer and

sales representatives.  In addition, it
strives to add to the overall enjoy-
ment of archery by providing good
looking targets that perform great.
All SpyderWeb targets promise two
finger arrow removal, great stopping
power, low cost, great construction
and are able to stop arrows shot out
of the fastest bows.

The S 2.0 is the company’s most
popular target and offers a newly
configured design of self healing
Spylar facing.  It is packed with inter-
nal components to create one of the
most long lasting archery targets in
its class. Multiple large aiming points
on the front and the back make it
ideal for medium and long range
practice sessions. 

This year, SpyderWeb has added
the new S 2.5 Portable Target to its S
Line. Rated to 400 feet per second it
can be fitted with an optional Anti-
Kick Panel and stand.  The stand has
an 18 to 19 inch height adjustment
while the Anti-Kick Panel offers a flat
target face and Anti-Arrow Kick
Technology for an accurate depiction
of shot placement. Basically it keeps
arrows from rebounding and flopping
down at an angle, so they’re easier to
score on a target face and so it’s easy to
detect any tuning issues.  For addi-
tional information on SpyderWeb tar-
gets phone (269) 982-8003.

BIGshot Archery
Big shot Archery located in

Downingtown, Pennsylvania has
been in business for six years and
according to President Al Perelli,
their commercial range targets are
the largest growing area of the com-
pany. Perelli said the BIGshot
Ballistic 400 XL is the first range tar-
get to be velocity rated at 400 feet per
second yet provides two finger arrow
removal.  The unique compressed
composite material promises the
target will last indefinitely and Perelli
said dealers can be assured they will
save thousands of dollars on
replacement costs. The BIGshot
Ballistic Range Cube is just as
durable as the Ballistic 400 but
comes in a 35x35 inch cube. It is a
good replacement for wood fiber
excelsior bales at clubs and other
outdoor ranges. 

Perelli told ArrowTrade his com-
pany’s Ballistic Speed Bag is velocity
rated.  Both the Ballistic 450 X Bow
and the Ballistic 300 are fabricated

BIGshot targets are velocity rated to
assist customers in selecting the proper
target for their needs. An optional EZ pull
wheel kit is available and is designed so
that the target can be wheeled to any
location. The Ballistic 450 X Bow (shown)
is rated for crossbows and speed bows up
to 450 feet per second. High density, high
compression composite fiberglass packing
will last indefinitely and replacement cov-
ers are available.

Some range targets currently in use may
have difficulty stopping fast flying cross-
bow bolts but the affordable BIGshot
Ballistic 400 XL stops them with ease. This
is the first range target to be velocity
rated at 400 feet per second and still
allows two finger arrow pull, the manufac-
turer says. The Ballistic 400 XL measures
41x42x48 and its compressed composite
material will last indefinitely.
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from durable compressed composite
fiber mesh that will not rot, biode-
grade or wear out, he said. The
Ballistic 450 X Bow is rated for cross-
bows and speed bows up to 450 feet
per second while the large format
and staggered dot pattern provide
plenty of shooting room.  

The Ballistic 300 offers all the
same features as the 450 but is rated
for bows up to 300 feet per second.  It
has a self standing design that elimi-
nates the need for hanging the target
while the heavy duty 6.5 ounce cover
is easy to replace and to re-stuff.  

For more information or a price
quote contact BIGshot Archery at
(888) 651-0029. 

Maple Leaf Press
Maple Leaf Press is the exclusive

manufacturer for FITA and NFAA
targets and produces a variety of ani-
mal and novelty target faces as well.
The animal targets are printed on a
variety of substrate materials rang-
ing from heavy paper to tear resis-
tant waterproof material. Shooters
like the fine skin and scoring lines on
these targets because they are invisi-
ble at 20 yards making them more
enjoyable to shoot and yet easy to
score when you’re up close.

To vary shooting sessions and to
stimulate friendly competition

among shooters, Maple Leaf Press
offers a variety of novelty targets
including Tic-Tac-Toe, Darts, and
Bow Poker.  This year eight new black
and white NFAA targets (four field
and four hunter) are being offered
with a material more tear resistant
than Tyvek making them extremely
durable and waterproof. 

The company added a new tar-
get designed specifically for the
National Archery in the Schools
Program. This four color, 80 cm tar-
get face is specifically made not to be
waterproof or tear resistant, two
qualities which also enhance the
toughness. Normally tough is a good

thing, but not if it means arrows
bounce out of a target when shot by
a youngster using a low poundage
bow. Contact Maple Leaf Press at
(616) 846-8844. 

Kustom King
Kustom King Traditional Archery

recently introduced a new line of
"Long Life" 3-D targets that are suit-
able for compounds, longbows and
recurves.These targets are built from
proprietary self-healing foam that
can really take a beating. They're
available in many novelty animal
models including a rat, groundhog,
turkey, fox, piglet, rabbit, badger,
and more. With these offbeat targets
there's no limit to the set-ups that
can be created. From a bunch of rats
in a wood pile to a fox or lynx stalk-
ing rabbits, interesting target set ups
are simple to put together. 

Long Life 3-D targets are manu-
factured by BearPaw Archery
Products of Germany and are offered
exclusively through Kustom King
Traditional Archery in the United
States. Phone (877) 566-4269 for
additional information. 

Maple Leaf Press is the exclusive manu-
facturer of FITA and NFAA targets (see
below) and now offers a target that is
specifically designed for use in the NASP
program. The four color 80 cm target (on
facing page) is not waterproof or tear
resistant to ensure young shooters aren’t
frustrated by arrows bouncing out of the
target when shot out of low poundage
bows. Maple Leaf Press also offers a vari-
ety of four color animal targets and sever-
al types of novelty targets.

These are four of the new 3-D targets
Kustom King Archery is marketing and
distributing in the U.S. for BearPaw
Archery Products of Germany.
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